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8th Grade Life Science
Unit 3: Gravity and Energy Related to Position
Performance Expectation: MS-PS2-1
Lesson Outcomes:
•
•
•

Describe and identify an unbalanced force.
Predict how an object will move when it is acted on by an unbalanced force.
Describe and classify forces that can act on an object.

Activity 1
A. Quick Write (2-4 Mins) How can one predict an object’s continued motion, changes in motion, or
stability?
B. Reading
What Happens When Force Meets Mass?
Have you ever hit your thumb with a hammer? It sure hurts! Even if you wear safety gloves, the
hammer will still hurt your thumb. So how would you protect yourself if somebody tried to hit you in the chest
with a sledgehammer? You probably did not think about placing a rock on your chest! Yet a rock with enough
mass would keep you from being injured by the impact of a sledgehammer. But why is that? How does the
interaction of force and mass help protect you.
To experience inertia, all you need to do is move! If you are in a crowd and bump into someone, you
change direction because you both have inertia. You can discover examples of inertia all around you. Have you
observed that a large truck pulls away from a stop light much slower than a car does, or that a shopping cart
full of groceries is harder to turn than an empty one? Can you predict which piece of dining room furniture is
easier to move, a chair or a table? So how is inertia important? Imagine that your job is to design an 18wheeler semi-trailer truck, and you need to create a braking specification for the time and distance to stop
when it the truck is fully loaded. In that case, you would need to analyze its inertia. The same is true for a large
ocean liner or a rocket designed to fly to space, or for any large vehicle.
C. Reflection Question
6 word Story: You are going to tell the story of this reading using only six words.
Stories can be complete sentences, a phrase, or a series of words.
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Activity 2
A. Quick Write (2-4 Mins) What happens when two unbalanced forces act on an object?

B. Reading
What Happens When Two Unbalanced Forces Act on an Object?
A force is any interaction that will change the motion of an object when unopposed. For example, in
pushing a shopping cart, you are exerting a force on the cart. Your pushing can change the direction and speed
of the cart. There are some forces like air resistance and friction with the ground that are opposing the force
you exert. However, these forces are not large enough to stop the motion. When two forces are applied to an
object, the object will accelerate in the direction of the net force, or the vector sum of the two forces. That is,
the largest force tends to dominate. For example, if you were pushing a chair across the floor, you would exert
enough force to move it. But if someone stronger than you were to push the chair from the other side, that
force would override the force you put on the chair. The chair would then move in the same direction of the
stronger force.
The net force is the sum of all the forces acting on
an object. In this case, what forces are acting on the ball?
What is the dominant force?
If the forces are balanced, meaning equal in
magnitude but opposite in direction, then the
acceleration is zero. For example, if two friends push
equally hard on a box but in opposite directions, then the
box will not move. If the forces are unbalanced, however,
the object will accelerate. If one friend pushes north and
the other pushes south but with less force, then the box
will move north. If one friend pushes north and the other
pushes east, then the box will move in a northeast
direction.
When calculating what will happen to an object that is subject to multiple forces, we need to add up all
the vectors of those forces. To make the mathematics easier, we often “resolve” the force into its constituent
components, or its separate parts. Consider an object that is being acted upon by two forces: one pushing
toward the northeast and another pushing toward the north. We could resolve the northeastern force into a
northern part and an eastern part. When we add the vectors together, we can add the northern components
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of the two forces first. Then we can add the northern compound force and the eastern component to obtain
the resulting net force vector.
After reading please reflect by responding to each of these letters (AEIOU)
A = Adjective: List a word or two that describes
something you saw or learned.
E = Emotion: Describe how a particular part of the
video made you feel.
I = Interesting: Write something you found
interesting about the content/topic.
O = Oh!: Describe something that caused you say
“Oh!”
U = Um?: Write a question you have, or what you
want to learn more about.
C. Reflection Questions
1. Consider a game of tug of war between Tim, Elena, and Anne. Tim can pull with a force of 70 N,
Elena can pull with a force of 100 N, and Anne can pull with a force of 30 N. Determine if the
different configurations of teams are balanced or unbalanced. Sort each configuration of teams
into the correct row.
A. Tim vs. Elena and Anne B. Elena vs. Tim and Anne C. Anne vs. Tim and Elena
Balanced
Unbalanced
2. You and your friend are pushing a bin of books in the same direction. You are pushing with force of
10 N and your friend is pushing with a force of 15 N. What is the net force applied on the bin?
A. 10 N B. 15 N C. 2 0 N D. 2 5 N
3. Tim, Elena, Anne, and Jared are playing tug of war. Tim and Elena are on one team and Anne and
Jared are on another team. Each team is pulling in opposite directions. Tim is pulling with a force of
50 N and Elena is pulling with a force of 70 N. On the opposite side of the rope, Anne is pulling with
a force of 40 N. How much force does Jared need to apply in order to keep the rope in equilibrium?
A. 55 N B. 60 N
C. 80 N
D. 95 N
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Activity 3
A. Quick Write (2-4 Mins) What kinds of forces can act on an object?
B. Reading
What Kinds of Forces Can Act on an Object?
Forces can make an object move, keep an object moving, keep an object from moving, stop an
object, or slow down an object. Basically, a force can impede or promote motion. Sometimes, only one
force is acting on an object, but usually many forces are acting on an object. We can classify these
forces as contact forces and non-contact forces.
Contact forces on an object are forces that occur with an object being in contact with another.
These include pushing something with your hands, pulling on a rope that is tied to an object, and
friction between an object and the ground. More formally, contact forces include frictional force,
tension force, normal force, air resistance force, applied force, and spring force.
As you might expect, frictional force involves friction. When an object is being pushed on the
ground, there are frictional forces from the ground. Additionally, there is friction with the ground when
a force is put on an object but the object is not yet moving. The normal force is the force from the
ground that pushes back on the gravitational force. The ground is usually able to provide sufficient
normal force. However, when a person steps into quicksand, the normal force cannot balance the
gravitational force, so the person sinks into the ground. An applied force is a force that comes from
another object, like a person pushing a cart. The force of air resistance comes when an object moves
through the atmosphere. At slower speeds, it is negligible, but at higher speeds, it can become
significant. Consider a car driving along the highway. As it speeds along, it encounters more air, which
acts to slow down its motion.
Noncontact forces are invisible forces that do not require objects to be in contact. Examples
include gravity, electric forces, and magnetic forces. Gravity involves the attraction between massive
objects, but we usually consider the gravitational force to be the weight of an object. Even though
gravity exists between all massive objects, generally we only consider the gravitational force from the
nearest massive body (like the Earth) because the other forces are negligible. Electric forces involve the
attractive or repulsive force between two charged particles or objects.
While reading mark the text in two ways. 1. Underline the author’s claims 2. Circle key terms
C. Reflection Questions
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1. Each of these situations has different forces acting on an object. Connect each situation to the forces
that are affecting the object in that situation.

2. Consider the first two situations from the previous question. Describe how you would balance
the forces so that the desk or person would remain stationary, at least for a little bit.
Activity 4
A. Quick Write (2-4 Mins) How does the mass of an object affect the outcome when an unbalanced
force acts on it?
B. Reading
Read the passage Alligator Bites with Force.
C. Reflection Questions
Create a force diagram of the narrator sitting on the alligator. Share your force diagrams with a member of
your household.
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Alligator Bites with Force

In a 2002 study, researchers measured
the bite force of several kinds of animals.
Of all the animals tested, the American
alligator had the strongest bite. The
researchers designed special bars that
could measure the force of each alligator’s
bite. They covered the bars with leather to
protect the alligators’ teeth. They also
roped the alligators to make sure they
could not get away or attack the scientists.
The strongest bite belonged to a 12-foot,
665-pound alligator named Hercules. A
bite from Hercules packed 2,125 pounds
of force. Since then, however, the
researchers have found a wild alligator
whose bite force measured 2,960 pounds.

The American alligator has a bite that has more
than 10 times the force of a human’s bite.

How do alligator bites compare with bites from other animals?
A human’s bite has only about 170 pounds of force. Sharks have
about 300 pounds of force in their fierce-looking jaws. Lions
and hyenas have closer to 1,000 pounds of force in their bites.
Why do alligators have such powerful jaws? Consider that their
diets often include hard-shelled turtles. Clearly, alligators are
well adapted to survive in their environments.
Jaws Are Simple Machines
A force is a push or pull. Simple machines such as pulleys and
levers can change the amount or direction of an effort force used
to do work. An alligator’s jaw is an example of a
lever. This type of simple machine is commonly
found in the bone structures of many
organisms.
There are several different types of levers. In
one type, the effort force and load are on the
same side of the fulcrum. (The fulcrum is the
fixed point around which the lever turns.) In the
case of an alligator’s jaws, the hinge of the jaw is
the fulcrum, and the load is the object the
An alligator’s jaw works like a pair of
alligator is biting. The effort force is applied by
tweezers.
the alligator’s jaw and neck muscles. The
powerful jaw muscles exert the effort force in an upward
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Alligator Bites with Force

motion. This causes the animal’s wide-open mouth to close as
the lower jaw moves quickly up to meet the upper jaw.
This type of lever allows a wide range of motion. However, the
force at the far end of the lever is less than the force closer to the
fulcrum. This means that the long jaw of the alligator allows its
mouth to open wide in order to catch prey. The alligator can
then work the prey back toward its jaw hinge, where the force is
greater and where it is easier to crush its prey.
What Determines Bite Force?
What determines the force of an animal’s
bite? Why do alligators bite with enough
force to lift a small pickup truck, while other
animals, such as sharks, have weaker bites?
One factor is size. Researchers found a
relationship between the size of an alligator
and its bite force. Alligators that are 12 and
13 feet long could bite with much more force
than smaller alligators. These researchers
believe that, over time, American alligators
developed forceful bites so they could
broaden their food supply to include prey
such as turtles. Animals with weaker bite
forces could not catch and eat such wellprotected prey.
Size is the main factor in determining bite
force among alligators. However, the
composition of the jaw can also be a factor.
Alligators have rigid jaws. As a result, little of
Scientists use their knowledge of force, bone
the force applied to the lever of the jaw is
structure, and muscles to help them
wasted. In comparison, sharks are more
understand why an alligator’s bite is so much
flexible. Their skeletons are made of
stronger than a shark’s bite.
cartilage. When a shark bites down on its
prey, its jaw can bend and flex as it tears at its prey with sharp
teeth. This flexibility results in less bite force. An alligator, in
contrast, has a stiff, strong jaw that can hold and crush its prey.

Discovery Education Science
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Assessment
Create a one page poster that answers the following questions:
1. What happens when two unbalanced forces act on an object?
2. What kinds of forces can act on an object?
3. What are the forces working on an object in your neighborhood? Diagram and explain those forces.
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8th Grade Life Science
Unit 3: Gravity and Energy Related to Position
Performance Expectation:
MS-PS2-4:
Lesson Outcomes:
•
•

Explain how gravity affects the motions of objects close to Earth.
Model the relationship between acceleration due to gravity and the mass of an object.

Activity 1
A. Quick Write (2-4 Mins) What is gravity and how does it work?
B. Find These Supplies1. 2 Foil Sheets equal sized (at least the size of a paper 8 by 11)
2. 5 coins
3. Timer can be one on a cell phone.
4. Partner to help you, can be any human in your household (that can follow instructions)
C. Your challenge is to design an experiment that will help them determine if mass affects the average rate of fall
of an object due to gravity.
Write your experiment procedures here.

Sample procedure
Procedure: 1.) Measure a height above the ground that all of the objects will be dropped from. 2.) Drop the
objects one by one from the specified height and time how long it takes for them to hit the ground 3.) Make
sure you have several measurements for each object so that you can take averages later.
Sample Data Table
Object
Foil Ball ~ 3cm
Foil Ball ~ 3cm with
5 pennies inside

Drop 1 Time to
floor

Drop 2 Time to
floor

Drop 3 Time to
floor

Average Drop time

When you have completed your experiment. Answer the following questions using your data to explain the
experiment results.
Reflection Questions:
1. Were you surprised at your results?

2. What questions does this raise about the effect of gravity on objects?
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Activity 2
A. Quick Write (2-4 Mins) How does the force of gravity affect objects on Earth?

B. Reading: “ Gravity Wired”
After reading please reflect by responding to each of these letters (AEIOU)
A = Adjective: List a word or two that describes
something you saw or learned.
E = Emotion: Describe how a particular part of the video
made you feel.
I = Interesting: Write something you found interesting
about the content/topic.
O = Oh!: Describe something that caused you say “Oh!”
U = Um?: Write a question you have, or what you want
to learn more about.

C. Reflection Questions
1. Look over you experiment results from yesterday. Does your data support the conclusions of the article on
Gravity?

2. How could you redesign your experiment after reading this new information?

3. Write 2 pop quiz questions and answers that you think your teacher would ask about the “Gravity” article in
wired.
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Rhette Akain Wired Magizine 10/16/13
Do Heavier Objects Really Fall Faster?
DROPPING A BASKETBALL AND A TENNIS BALL FROM THE SAME HEIGHT. YES,
THEY ARE A LITTLE BLURRY.

like such a difficult
question, but it always brings up great
discussions.

IT DOESN'T SEEM

If you drop a heavy object and a low mass object

from the same height at the same time, which will
hit the ground first?

Let's start with some early ideas about falling
objects.

Aristotle's Ideas About Falling Objects ———
——————————

Aristotle said that there are 4 elements: Earth,
Wind, Water, Fire. Objects made of earth (like a rock) will want to go the center of the
universe (center of the Earth). Things made of fire want to go to the place where fire is. I
guess this would be the Sun - or somewhere up. Aristotle also said that a heavier object will
fall at a faster speed.
Of course he never did any experiments to test these ideas. Why would you do an
experiment? There would be some experimental error and so you really couldn't trust
anything you found out anyway. Experiments just ruin all the fun.
Common Ideas About Falling ————————–

If you ask people around you, what will they say? I bet the will say one of the following
answers:

•

•

Heaver objects fall faster. If you drop a heavy and light object together, the heavy one will
get to the ground first.

This is trick question. I remember in physics that everything falls the same. You can't trick
me twice.

Why would people say the first answer? Remember that essentially all ideas are based on
something. Even if they are wrong, they should make some sort of sense otherwise we would
just be crazy person. The idea that a heavy object falls faster does seem to agree with our
everyday observations.
Try this. Take a baseball and a ping pong ball and drop them together. It will probably be
closer than you think but the heavier baseball will indeed hit the ground first. Your initial
thoughts would be confirmed. Heavier things do indeed fall faster.
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Counter Examples —————-

Here is the first classic example. This is a bowling ball and a basketball dropped from the
same height. Normally, I hold these two balls up in a classroom and ask students which will
hit the ground first. I never actually drop them because dropping a bowling ball on the
ground from above your head might not be such a great idea. However, it does get the
students excited that I might actually drop them.

This year, the students convinced me to actually drop them. We went outside so I could drop
them in the grass. Here are two videos that students recorded. There is a bonus experiment
afterwards which I will describe bellow.

These two objects clearly have different mass but they fall with the same acceleration. I guess
I should point out one more thing about falling objects. If you were to measure the position of
these balls as they fall, they do not fall with a constant speed. Instead, they fall with a constant
acceleration. That is to say that as they fall, the speed increases. For these two objects, they
hit the ground at the same time because they both start from rest and both have the same
acceleration.
Here is another example that you can try yourself. Take two sheets of plain paper. They have
the same mass, right? Now crumple one up into a ball and then drop both. Even though they
have the same mass, the crumpled one will hit the ground first.

Here is a better example. In this case I have a crumpled up piece of paper and some type of
foam board. The paper has a mass of 5 grams and the board is 240 grams. Just as a hint, that's
a big difference in mass. But which one hit the ground first? Yup, the piece of paper.
Awesome, right? And then when I turn the foam board so that the thin side faces down,
BOOM. They both hit the ground at the same time.
So, what hits the ground first? Everything. Above you can see it all. Both heavier and lighter
things can fall faster. Clearly, you can't just say "heavier is faster".
Acceleration of Falling Objects ——————————-

Let's look at the case of a falling bowling ball and basket ball. This is a force diagram showing
the two objects.
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The bowling ball has a greater mass so it also has a greater gravitational force. You can
calculate this gravitational force as the product of the mass (m) and the gravitational field (g).
There is something else that depends on the mass, the acceleration. If there is only one force
on an object then the following would be true (in one dimension):

Since both the acceleration AND the only force depend on mass, I can write:
Heavier things have a greater gravitational force AND heavier things have a lower
acceleration. It turns out that these two effects exactly cancel to make falling objects have the
same acceleration regardless of mass.

Air Resistance ————–

Clearly, I didn't fully address all the issues above. If all objects have the same falling
acceleration, then why did the crumpled up paper hit the ground before the foam board? The
problem is that I left off a force - the air resistance force.

Here's another experiment. Put your hand out the window of a moving car. What do you feel?
You can feel the air pushing against your hand. If the car drives faster, the air resistance force
gets larger. If you make your hand into a fist instead of an open hand, the force decreases.
This air resistance force is really just the sum of the tiny impacts with your hand and the air.
It depends on the air speed as well as the size of the object.
Then what happens as you drop both a foam board and a crumpled piece of paper? At first,
they have the same acceleration since they both have a zero velocity which makes zero air
resistance force. However, after some short time the forces might look like this:
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The foam board has a larger gravitational force but it also has a very large air resistance force.
The net (total) force on the foam board will give it a smaller acceleration than paper.
But what about the basketball and the bowling ball? Shouldn't they have different
accelerations? Technically, yes. Let me redraw the force diagrams for these two objects and
include air resistance.

For these objects, the gravitational force is huge in comparison to the air resistance force.
Essentially, it doesn't do much to change the falling acceleration of these objects. But when
does it matter? This is a tough question. First, anything at a very low speed will have a mostly
negligible air resistance and at high speed will have significant air resistance. Here are some
cases where you would NOT ignore air resistance:

•
•
•
•
•

A falling piece of paper or a feather.

A falling human at high speeds (a sky diver).

A professionally thrown baseball (100 mph).
A ping pong ball.

Tiny rocks or gravy.

I know that doesn't fully answer the question about air resistance, but it gives you an idea of
where to start. But it turns out that there are many situations where a heavier object does
indeed hit the ground before a lighter object (because of air resistance). I guess this is why
Aristotle and many others think this is always true.
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Activity 3
A. Quick Write (2-4 Mins) How does the acceleration due to gravity relate to the mass of an object and its distance
from Earth?

B. Reading “Speed Racer”
While reading mark the text in two ways. 1. Underline the author’s claims 2. Circle key terms
C. Reflection Questions
1. What makes a feather and a bowling ball fall at different rates on Earth?

2. How could you redesign your experiment after reading this new information?

3. Write 2 pop quiz questions and answers that you think your teacher would ask about the “Speed
Racers” article from Wired Magazine.
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On the Air!
If you dropped a feather and a bowling ball off your roof, which would hit
the ground first? Easy, the bowling ball! But if your house were in a
vacuum—a place without any air—the same feather and bowling ball
would hit the ground at the same time. Why? Because acceleration due to
gravity is the same, regardless of the object’s mass. That’s why a heavy
object and a light object fall at the same rate in a vacuum. Also, in a
vacuum there aren’t any air molecules to slow the objects down. Outside
of a vacuum, an object’s surface area will encounter more friction from air
molecules—air resistance—which will in turn slow it down. Outside a
vacuum, an object changes its speed at a different rate due to wind
resistance.
This principle is also true for skydivers. Though the speed at which a
skydiver plummets towards the earth depends somewhat on her weight in
relation to how quickly the air molecules slow her down, it also depends
how she holds her body. If the skydiver straightens out her body and
shoots down head or feet first, she’ll slice through the air with very little
resistance. However, if she floats facedown with arms and legs spread out,
the larger surface area will create more wind resistance because of the
friction of air molecules. That will make her float down slower. When she
opens her parachute, the greater surface area of the parachute creates even
more air resistance and slows her down so she doesn’t smash into Earth.
DISCOVERY EDUCATION SCIENCE CONNECTION
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Glued to the Track
Racing cars are designed to cut through the air. Maybe that’s
why they have so much in common with the wing of a plane.
At high speeds, Indy Race cars can be very unstable. To
compensate for this, racing cars utilize the same concept as
the plane wing, though for an opposite reaction. Car designs
use the wind to provide a downward force to glue the car to
the track. The car’s body is similar to an upside-down
airplane wing. The air moving under the car moves faster
than the air above it, which pushes the car into the track.
Cars sometimes even use small wings in the front and rear
to generate more downward force.

It’s a Bird,
It’s a Plane
The aerodynamics involved in birds’
wings and in airplanes are very similar.
Basically, both use wings to take
advantage of the Bernoulli Principle: air
pressure decreases as air speed
increases. Air moves faster over the
upper, curved surface of an airplane or
bird wing than it does over the flatter
lower surface. The greater pressure of the
slow-moving air pushes the wing up, and
lifts it. Both birds and planes have similarly shaped
wings, however, they use different methods of
propulsion. Birds actually flap their wings downward
and backward. That motion pushes air downward
and to the rear, creating a lift and forward thrust. On
a plane, instead of moving the wings, a powerful
engine pushes the wings directly through the air with
enough force to cause a lift powerful enough to put
the plane in the air.

HAND IT TO BERNOULLI

Hold a sheet of
paper in front of you, close to your mouth.
Curve the top of it slightly towards you, letting
the other end hang down. Now blow hard
across the top. What happens? Think of what
happens when you stick your hand out of a
moving car (but not too far!) with your palm
down. What do you feel? In which direction
does your hand move? Write a paragraph
describing how the paper, your hand, and a
bird’s wing demonstrate Bernoulli’s Principle.
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DISCOVERY EDUCATION SCIENCE CONNECTION

Activity 4
A. Quick Write (2-4 Mins) How does gravity affect objects of different mass close to Earth, and how does that
effect change as an object moves farther from Earth?

B. Reading “Lets Get Away”
How Does the Force of Gravity Affect Objects on Earth and in Our Solar System?
Gravity affects both small objects and very large ones, such as stars and planets. The sun is the most massive
object in our solar system, and the planets' gravitational attraction to the sun keeps them in orbit around it. The force of
gravity also keeps moons in orbit around many of the planets.
Gravity also gives objects weight. Often times, we use weight and mass interchangeably. However, they are
different quantities. Mass is a measure of the amount of matter that an object contains, whereas weight is the
measurement of the pull of gravity on an object. Note that mass is a stable quantity. An object on Earth and that same
object on Mars will have the same mass, but their weights will be different because Earth and Mars have different
surface gravities. The pull of gravity on each planet is different because Earth is more massive than Mars.
In addition to affecting the weight of everyday objects, gravity is also responsible for tides. The gravitational forces
from the sun and the moon pull on the oceans. As they do this, the water can come farther up the shore. The land also
slightly bulges, but because it is more rigid, it does not move as easily as water. The tides are always changing because
the moon revolves around Earth and pulls on the side that is closest as Earth rotates. Volcanologists use gravity’s
distorting effects on Earth to calibrate instruments. They also have found evidence that gravity can trigger volcanic
eruptions.
How Does the Acceleration Due to Gravity Relate to the Mass of an Object and Its Distance from Earth?
Arguing from logic, Aristotle showed that the acceleration of an object due to gravity was directly proportional to
the mass of the object. Unfortunately, this is not true, and a simple thought experiment will demonstrate that. Consider
two rocks of roughly equal mass and shape that are dropped from the same height. They will fall with the same
acceleration. However, if Aristotle was right, if we tie them together, the new object would accelerate at a rate greater
than that of the individual rocks. If this seems improbable to you, you're right. The two rocks tied together have the
same acceleration as each individual rock.
Galileo Galilei actually conducted experiments to disprove Aristotle's idea. He dropped balls of varying masses from
the Leaning Tower of Pisa. These balls fell with almost the exact same acceleration. He determined that Aristotle’s
arguments did not account for air resistance. Later, he conducted more exact experiments to determine the effects of
gravity on different masses. Specifically, he rolled balls of different masses down an inclined plane. From this, he was
able to determine with more confidence that gravity accelerates objects equally, regardless of their mass.
With more exact tools, we can determine some details about how the gravity of an object and gravity’s effect on the
object is related to the distance between the object and Earth. On average, the acceleration due to gravity is 9.80665
meters per second squared for an object near the surface of Earth. At a commercial airplane’s cruising altitude (9000
meters), the difference from the gravity at sea level is 0.29 percent. At the space shuttle’s typical altitude (400,000
meters), gravity is still nearly 90 percent as strong as it is at the surface.
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C. Reflection Questions
After reading create a chart for gravity. See example on Matter below.
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Let’s Get Away
Have you ever felt like getting away from it all? Perhaps you
just wanted some peace and quiet. There is a place where
you might find exactly what you’re looking for. However,
getting there can be a challenge. You will need a huge
amount of force to reach this place. The place is space.
One way to get into space is to take a ride aboard the space
shuttle. To get into space, the space shuttle must overcome a
powerful force between the ship and Earth. This force is
gravity. Gravity is a force of attraction between any two
masses. Earth has plenty of mass.
Because Earth has so much mass, its gravity is a powerful
force. This force keeps objects, such as the space shuttle,
close to its surface. The space shuttle needs a force more
powerful than Earth’s gravity to reach space.
The force that a spacecraft needs is called the escape
velocity. The escape velocity is 11 kilometers per second, or
more than 40,000 kilometers per hour. A spacecraft can get
into space once it reaches this escape velocity. Once it is in
space, the space shuttle remains in orbit because of Earth’s
gravity.
Reaching escape velocity requires a large amount of power.
Astronauts needed a huge rocket to overcome Earth’s gravity
and travel to the moon. The rocket was taller than a 36-story
building. It was the most powerful rocket ever launched.
The space shuttle doesn’t need such powerful rockets
because it doesn’t travel nearly as far into space. The space
shuttle just has to get into orbit. When the astronauts are
ready to return home, they just bring the space shuttle closer
to Earth. Earth’s gravity pulls the space shuttle home.

Discovery Education Science

© Discovery Communications, LLC
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Assessment
Can you explain?
How does gravity affect objects of different mass close to Earth, and how does that effect change as an object moves
farther from Earth?
You should use a scientific explanation to answer this question. Recall that a scientific explanation contains three
elements: a scientific claim, evidence to support the claim, and reasoning that connects the evidence to the claim.

As a scientist, select the best way to communicate your explanation. Be sure to include your claim, evidence, and reason
for connecting the evidence to the claim. Remember, it is important to use the proper scientific language to describe
your evidence.
-Present your scientific explanation in a creative written form.
-Use the provided graphic organizer to create a rough draft.
-You can cite your gravity experiment as evidence.
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CER Student Graphic Organizer
Question:

Claim:

What is your answer to the question? It should be more than a “yes” or “no”.

Reasoning: How does evidence
support your claim? What is the
science principle that explains why
evidence is linked to the claim?

Reasoning: How does evidence
support your claim? What is the
science principle that explains why
evidence is linked to the claim?

Reasoning: How does evidence
support your claim? What is the
science principle that explains why
evidence is linked to the claim?

Evidence:

Evidence:

Evidence:

What is a specific
observation or data from the lab that
supports your claim?

What is a specific
observation or data from the lab that
supports your claim?
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What is a specific
observation or data from the lab that
supports your claim?
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